We consider phase-coherent transport through ballistic and diffusive two-dimensional hole systems based on the Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian. We show that intrinsic heavy-hole light-hole coupling gives rise to clear-cut signatures of an associated Berry phase in the weak localization which renders the magneto-conductance profile distinctly different from electron transport. Non-universal classical correlations determine the strength of these Berry phase effects and the effective symmetry class, leading even to antilocalization-type features for circular quantum dots and Aharonov-Bohm rings in the absence of additional spin-orbit interaction. Our semiclassical predictions are quantitatively confirmed by numerical transport calculations. As a genuine wave phenomenon, coherent backscattering, denoting enhanced backreflection of waves in complex media due to constructive interference of timereversed paths, has been encountered in numerous systems. Its occurrence ranges from the observation of the infrared intensity reflected from Saturn's rings [1] to light scattering in random media [2] , from enhanced backscattering of seismic [3] and acoustic [4] to atomic matter waves [5] . In condensed matter, weak localization (WL) [6, 7] , closely related to coherent backscattering, has been widely used as a diagnostic tool for probing phase coherence in conductors at low temperatures. Based on time-reversal symmetry (TRS), WL manifests itself as a characteristic dip in the average magneto conductivity at zero magnetic field B. The opposite phenomenon, a peak at B = 0, is usually interpreted as weak antilocalization (WAL) due to spin-orbit interaction (SOI) [8] .
We consider phase-coherent transport through ballistic and diffusive two-dimensional hole systems based on the Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian. We show that intrinsic heavy-hole light-hole coupling gives rise to clear-cut signatures of an associated Berry phase in the weak localization which renders the magneto-conductance profile distinctly different from electron transport. Non-universal classical correlations determine the strength of these Berry phase effects and the effective symmetry class, leading even to antilocalization-type features for circular quantum dots and Aharonov-Bohm rings in the absence of additional spin-orbit interaction. Our semiclassical predictions are quantitatively confirmed by numerical transport calculations. As a genuine wave phenomenon, coherent backscattering, denoting enhanced backreflection of waves in complex media due to constructive interference of timereversed paths, has been encountered in numerous systems. Its occurrence ranges from the observation of the infrared intensity reflected from Saturn's rings [1] to light scattering in random media [2] , from enhanced backscattering of seismic [3] and acoustic [4] to atomic matter waves [5] . In condensed matter, weak localization (WL) [6, 7] , closely related to coherent backscattering, has been widely used as a diagnostic tool for probing phase coherence in conductors at low temperatures. Based on time-reversal symmetry (TRS), WL manifests itself as a characteristic dip in the average magneto conductivity at zero magnetic field B. The opposite phenomenon, a peak at B = 0, is usually interpreted as weak antilocalization (WAL) due to spin-orbit interaction (SOI) [8] .
In this Letter we show that the average magneto conductance of mesoscopic systems built from twodimensional hole gases (2DHG) distinctly deviates from the corresponding WL transmission dip profiles of their n-doped counterparts. In particular, ballistic hole conductors such as circular quantum dots and AharonovBohm (AB) rings, can exhibit a conductance peak at B = 0, even in the absence of SOI [9] due to structure (SIA) or bulk inversion (BIA) asymmetry. We trace this back to effective TRS breaking of hole systems at B = 0.
Recently, various magnetotransport measurements on such high-mobility 2DHG have been performed for GaAs bulk samples [10] , quasi-ballistic cavities [11] and AB rings [12, 13] . However, we are not aware of corresponding theoretical approaches for ballistic 2DHG nanoconductors (except for 1d models [14] ), despite the huge number of theory works on ballistic electron transport [15, 16] . Here we treat 2DHG-based ballistic and diffusive mesoscopic structures on the level of the 4-band Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian [17] . By devising a semiclassical approach for ballistic, coupled heavy-hole (HH) light-hole (LH) dynamics we can associate the anomalous WL features directly with Berry phases [18] in the Kohn-Luttinger model [19] [20] [21] (that have proven relevant e.g. for the spin Hall effect [22] ). We show that the strength of the related effective 'Berry field', giving rise to effective TRS breaking and a splitting of the WL dip, is determined by a classical correlation between enclosed areas and reflection angles of interfering hole trajectories relevant for WL. This system-dependent geometrical correlation is not amenable to existing random matrix approaches for chaotic conductors [16] . We confirm our semiclassical results by numerical quantum transport calculations and further discuss the additional effect of SOI.
Hamiltonian and band structure.-To describe the 2DHG we represent the Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian [17] for the two uppermost valence bands of a semiconductor in terms of an eigenmode expansion for an infinite square well of width a modelling the vertical confinement. Employing Löwdin partitioning [23] we construct an effective Hamiltonian based on the relevant, lowest subband in zdirection [24] . The resulting 4×4-Luttinger Hamiltonian for a quasi 2DHG then describes coupled HH and LH states with spin projection ±3/2, and ±1/2, respectively. Without SOI due to SIA or BIA, the 2DHG Hamiltonian splits into decoupled blocks:
with the upper and lower blocks composed of [25] 
Here,k = (k x ,k y ,k z ) is the wave vector with projection k onto the xy-plane of the 2DHG and k2
is the expectation value of k z for the lowest subband. Below we use the axial approximation,γ = γ 2 = γ 3 , for the parameters inT that couple HH and LH states. Due to the 2D confinement the HH-LH bulk degeneracy is lifted which will play an important role for the WL analysis below. To this end we will calculate the two-terminal Landauer conductance
with the transmission amplitudes t m,σ ′ ;n,σ given by the Fisher-Lee relations [26] . The indices m and n label N transverse modes in the leads, and σ ∈ {U, L} with U ∈ {HH ⇑, LH ↓} and L ∈ {HH ⇓, LH ↑} denotes the HH and LH modes. The Hamiltonian (1) with blocks obeyingĤ U (B) =Ĥ † L (−B) (neglecting Zeeman spin splitting) allows us to separately define related total transmis-
Depending on the position of the Fermi level E F we distinguish the case where HH and LH states are both occupied (considered at the end of this Letter) from the case where E F is close to the band gap such that only HH states contribute to transport. We first study the latter case with focus on effects from the HH-LH coupling.
HH-LH coupling and Berry phase.-For ballistic mesoscopic systems of linear size L in the regime kL ≫ 1 we will generalize the semiclassical approaches [27, 28] to the Landauer conductance from electron systems with a parabolic dispersion to the p-doped case with more complex band topology. The HH-LH coupling enters into the semiclassical formalism as an additional phase that is accumulated during each reflection of a HH wave packet at a smooth boundary potential (the hard wall case is considered below). Such a reflection can be described as an adiabatic transition in momentum space leading to a geometric phase acquired along a given path [19, 20] :
Using for ψ σ (k) the free solutions of Hamiltonian (1) we find after diagonalization for the vector potential
and
, to leading order in ka/π. The Berry phase for a single reflection at a smooth boundary is then
where ϕ denotes the change in momentum direction. For a specular reflection at a hard-wall (hw) confinement a corresponding phase shift is obtained by requiring that the propagating HH and the evanescent LH part of the reflected wave both must vanish at the boundary:
with
Average magneto conductance.-A semiclassical approach proves convenient to incorporate these additional (Berry) phases into a theory of WL. For a (chaotic) ballistic quantum dot the known semiclassical amplitude [27] for electron transmission from channel n to m is generalized to t m,HH⇑;n,HH⇑ ≃ γ C γ K γ exp( i S γ ), in terms of a sum over lead-connecting classical paths γ with classical action S γ , weight C γ (including the Maslov index) and an additional factor K γ = exp[i n b j=1 Γ HH⇑ (ϕ j )] accounting for the accumulated phases (6) or (7) after n b successive reflections. In view of Eq. (3) the total semiclassical transmission probability for HH⇑ states reads
The diagonal contribution, γ = γ ′ , correctly yields the classical transmission since K γ K * γ = 1. WL contributions arise (after averaging) from off-diagonal pairs of long, classically correlated paths γ = γ ′ with small action difference (S γ −S γ ′ ∼ ), where γ forms a loop and γ ′ follows the loop in opposite direction, while it coincides with γ for the rest of the trajectory [28] . Due to the time-reversed traversal of the loop the two paths acquire, in the presence of a magnetic field B, an additional action difference (S γ − S γ ′ )/ = 4πAB/Φ 0 , where A is the enclosed (loop) area and Φ 0 the flux quantum. Moreover, during the loop γ and γ ′ have opposite reflections, ϕ j = −ϕ ′ j , and hence
For chaotic dynamics in a cavity where the escape length L esc is much larger than the average distance L b between consecutive bounces we can introduce probability distributions for the areas A and the phases n b j=1 Γ HH⇑ (ϕ j ). Our classical simulations for both the smooth and the hw case revealed [29] that the probability distributions of n b j=1 Γ HH⇑ (ϕ j ) coincide very well (for n b > 5 and ξ < 1) Figure 1 : (Color online) Probability distributions to find an orbit with enclosed area A and accumulated angle α for (a) a chaotic cavity (inset Fig. 3(a) ) and (b) a disc (inset Fig. 3(b) ). (Red (central) regions correspond to high probability).
with the distributionξ n b j=1 ϕ j with a renormalized HH-LH couplingξ Berry ≃ 0.6ξ Berry andξ hw ≃ 0.2ξ hw . This allows us to treat both cases on equal footing by replacing Eq. (10) through K γ K * γ ′ = e 2iξα with α = n b j=1 ϕ j . Generalizing the semiclassical approaches for electron [27, 28] to HH ⇑ (⇓) transport the WL correction can then be expressed as an integral over trajectory lengths,
Here δT (0) is the WL correction for B = 0,ξ = 0 (δT (0) = −1/(4−2/N ) for a chaotic electronic conductor [16] ), and
where P L (A, α) is the joint probability distribution for the accumulated areas and angles. While both parameters follow Gaussian distributions, we stress that there exist non-universal correlations between A and α reflecting the geometry of the quantum dot. When plotting P L (A, α) these correlations show up as deviations from a circular symmetry, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) showing classical simulations for a chaotic cavity (inset Fig. 3(a) ).
The central limit theorem implies a two-dimensional multivariate normal distribution,
Correlations are encoded in ρ ranging from 0 to ±1. Assuming ergodicity we obtain for the variances of the angle α Fig. 3(a) .) The correlations can be stronger in non-chaotic systems and are pronounced for a disk (inset Fig. 3(b) ) as we see in Fig. 1(b) . (We find ρ ≈ 0.8.) (8)) for HH transport through a chaotic quantum dot (inset Fig. 3(a) ). Numerical quantum results (symbols) are compared to the semiclassical predictions (15,16) ((green) lines) for γ1 = 6.85,γ = 2.5 (for GaAs).
Using Eqs. (12,13) we get from Eq. (11) semiclassically a Lorentzian WL dip magneto conductance profile
As a main result, the WL dip is shifted by the Berry field
which relies on both, quantum HH-LH couplingξ and finite classical A-α correlations ρ. In Fig. 2(a,b) we compare our predictions (15, 16) for the dip depth, δT U (B min ) = −β/(4−2/N ), and displacement, B Berry , with numerical recursive Green function calculations [30] of these quantities for a chaotic quantum dot (inset Fig. 3(a) Finally, we analyze in the central Fig. 3 the effect of the geometrical correlation ρ on WL in different representative mesoscopic systems for fixed, realistic HH-LH coupling. Panel (a) depicts the WL transmission profile of a chaotic cavity. Our semiclassical results (without free parameters) show remarkable agreement with the quantum calculations. The nonzero ρ ≈ 0.5 gives rise to a splitting of the T U and T L traces by 2B Berry leading to a flattened WL dip for T = T U + T L compared to the Lorentzian WL profile for electrons. Panel (b) shows results for the circular dot with larger correlation (ρ ≈ 0.8). Accordingly, the Berry field is stronger leading to an WAL-type overall profile. Correspondingly, we find in the averaged We close with several remarks: (i) Corresponding transport calculations for dots with smooth confinement yield a ka scaling of B Berry close to the quartic behavior predicted by ξ Berry from Eq. (5). (ii) The correlation mechanism is not restricted to ballistic but also relevant in diffusive systems, as illustrated in Fig. 3(d) , leading to broadening and deviations of the WL profile from that of a digamma function for electrons.
(iii) If HH and LH states are both occupied and contribute to transport, our quantum calculations show a vanishing WL correction both for diffusive and chaotic ballistic conductors [29] which, as far as we know, has not been reported before. Although the full Hamiltonian (1) obeys TRS for B = 0, transport is governed by the individual subblocksĤ U ,Ĥ L that do not possess TRS, and hence WL is suppressed in a 2DHG with strong coupling between occupied HH and LH states. It is notable that this kind of effective TRS breaking, recently discussed in the context of graphene and topological insulators [32] , is already present in the well-established system of a 2DHG. Interestingly, if only HH states are occupied, TRS breaking in each subblock can be traced back to the Berry field (16), i.e. system-specific classical correlations determine the degree of TRS breaking, and hence the mere knowledge of the overall universality class is insufficient.
(iv) SOI terms due to SIA and BIA couple the subblocks, eventually restore TRS and give rise to WAL effects on top of the mechanisms illustrated in Fig. 3 ; we checked this numerically for BIA for the diffusive and ballistic case [29] . Hence in 2DHG-based AB measurements such as [12, 13] presumably both SOI and HH-LH coupling-induced phases affect the AB signal. The latter mechanism should be more clearly observable in systems with reduced SOI such as WL studies in Si [33] . Moreover these WAL effects might also be visible in p-doped ferromagnetic semiconductors such as GaMnAs [34] . From our analysis we expect to observe equivalent WL effects also in other 2D systems where the band structure gives rise to geometric phases. Promising candidates are e.g. HgTe-based quantum wells with a tunable band topology [32] that is directly related to the Berry connection [35] .
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